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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRPERSON  

 

 

Starting a new venture is always exciting as you start with a blank 
page and fill in things as you go. You can make, remake and 
chop and change things and dynamically course your way. As 
long as the trend is upwards and positive it is a win for the 
venturers and its clients. One of the aphorisms I like is that 
“nothing is unknowable”. We only don’t know that we know 
things. This is so true in life and in business. 

This has been the journey with Arysteq since we established the 
business in 2016. From obtaining our asset management licence 
to launching our latest and successful unit trust offering, the 
Arysteq Global Opportunities Fund. 

Along the way, we had to sit down and articulate our values and 
as with most accountants, we are good at recording things, and 
we are very practical. So, we brainstormed on our strongest 
beliefs and values, both personal and professional. 

After much reflection and debate, we had success and we came 
up with the following values: 

1. Relationship; 
2. Trust; 
3. Patience; 
4. Innovation;  
5. Passion; and 
6. Fun. 

We were very passionate about the “Fun” value which we 
believed set us apart, and after further strategic iterations and 
inclusions from our independent directors, we were convinced 
that “Fun” cannot be a value as it signals light-heartedness or not 
taking things seriously especially as it pertains to client wealth.  

We embody the lighter side of life as we joke, tease, and laugh 
a lot in the office, but having fun with other people’s money did 

not sound right. Reluctantly, management agreed to drop value 
number 6, but we did not stop having fun. To quote an apt 
example, during our inaugural client year end function, we 
organised a quiz evening which the invitees thoroughly enjoyed. 
It was different…and we laughed at some of the idiosyncratic 
knowledge and lack of knowledge some of our clients had! 

So fast forward a few years and at our most recent Investment 
Strategy Seminar, we re-evaluated all our values. This was 
basically to reaffirm our position especially in light of numerous 
new members in the team. We realised that Trust is a value that 
every successful asset manager must in any case embrace as 
part of their DNA and equally, is already embedded in all the 
other values. While dropping trust as a value, we further took into 
consideration our emphasis on thought leadership, quality 
service, winning, excellence and our innate desire for 
knowledge. Our conceptual and strategic leadership style helped 
us conclude that “excellence” should be our fifth value. 

And so, we made the decision to make sure all our clients know 
that we also stand for Excellence. The team of young and 
energetic individuals that make up the Arysteq Investment and 
Operations teams all live this value. We aim to be excellent in 
everything that we do. 

So, as we celebrate our 5th anniversary, we are proud to be 
associated with this firm and team and even more proud to pen 
this note, because we are men and women of our word. We 
honour that and therefore we feel that we can be en-Trusted with 
even more funds to manage for clients but more importantly, that 
we will do it with excellence. 

Therefore, to summarize our values: 

1. Relationship: We are connected to our clients and have 
the highest regard for them. Equally, we as a unit foster 
strong relationships with each other. 

2. Patience: We have the capacity to wait to see our 
investment calls pan out without becoming anxious; 

3. Innovation: We are always looking for new methods, 
ideas, and products, to fulfil our clients’ needs; 

4. Passion: We love investing, investments and have a 
strong liking for making investment decisions; and 
finally 

5. Excellence: Our investment performance track record 
and service excellence along with a reputation for 
expertise. 

Finally, our vision is that we believe passionately in the power of 
spending time with our clients. In understanding their needs, we 
can innovate and pioneer the exceptional! 

Andrew Jansen 

Chairperson
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MARKET OVERVIEW  

 

 

We are patient investment managers at Arysteq. In fact, part of 
our investment ethos is that we look for investment opportunities 
that won’t only perform well throughout the cycle, but into 
perpetuity. This value, patience, can be frustrating at times and 
does have the tendency of influencing our behavioural biases. 
Luckily, we have an investment process that has markers in 
place which alert us to instances where we are making decisions 
based on emotion rather than local and sound investment theory. 
That’s part of why we make investment decisions as a team 
rather than individuals. 

It is for the above reason that we don’t place a significant amount 
of emphasis on what happens in the short term. We do however 
monitor the market closely on an ongoing basis as opportunities 
may arise. Our market overview is intended to provide you with 
information and data that gives insight as to what happened over 
the last quarter as well as year to date, but is by no means 
intended to suggest that a substantial amount of emphasis 
should be placed on the short term. 

The Centre for Disease philanthropy recorded a staggering 14 
disasters in quarter 3 of 2021. In addition to the obvious COVID 
pandemic, these disasters ranged from hurricanes, typhoons 
and wildfires to civil unrest in not only South Africa, but other 
regions around the world. At the same time, the Chinese equity 
market seems to have started reflecting the inherent sovereign 
risks associated with the Chinese Communist Party, which has 
caused havoc on the Hang Seng as the only major capital market 
down year to date. 

While the east is adapting to its “common prosperity” goals, the 
IMF has revised its global economic forecasts since last quarter. 
They have indicated that the economic recovery has lost some 
momentum amidst the concern around the delta  

 

variant, strained supply chains, accelerating inflation and the 
rising cost for food and fuel. They now expect the world economy 
to grow by 5.9% in 2022 which is 0.1% below their earlier 
forecast. Namibia was revised downward from 2.6% to 1.3% and 
Emerging Markets from 6.7% to 6.4% for 2021. The Developed 
Markets category was revised upwards from 5.1% to 5.2% and 
South Africa from 3.1% to 5.0%. Not much detail was provided 
in the IMF report to indicate why the revision for South Africa was 
positive, but we can venture the stronger than expected mining 
sector performance during the year. See figure 1 for the revised 
forecasts. 

Figure 1: ANNUAL GDP GROWTH  

 

Source: IMF, 2021 

Year to date, all major equity markets have seen positive returns 
with the exception of the Hang Seng Index. However, this picture 
looks a bit different in the third quarter. The JSE All Share Index 
“JALSH”  returned -0.8% for the quarter (2020: 0.7%) and the 
MSCI World Index returned 0.1% for the third quarter (2020: 
8.1%). This quarter saw major changes in the global aspect with 
one of the biggest corrections being in the Chinese market, cue 
Evergrande and the pressure on domestic tech stocks. This 
caused a near trillion-dollar slide in Chinese equities and a 70% 
loss in Evergrande shares at time of writing.   

The MSCI World Index is measured in USD terms and the 
USDZAR for the third quarter averaged R14.62. The USDZAR 
was up 5.5% for the quarter. This comes as a result of improved 
terms of trade and fiscal position due to the stronger mining 
sector performance, and USD strength driven by relief from the 
taper worries after the FED detailed their views on the difference 
between tapering and hiking. 
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Figure 2: JALSH, MSCI AND NAM BONDS COMPARISON YTD (rebased to 100) 

 

Source: Bloomberg/Arysteq/Simonis Storm Securities  

YTD, the JALSH is up 12.3%, the MSCI World Index measured 
in ZAR terms up 16.7% and the Namibian Government bond 
market up 3.6%. 

Figure 3: LOCAL YIELD CURVE  

 

Source: Simonis Storm Securities 

The yield curve saw an increase in bond yields across all 
maturities in the first half of the year. The same can be said for 
the third quarter with the exception of the GC24, which saw its 
yield decrease by 29bps. Despite Namibian vaccination rates 
being at the lower end compared to the rest of the world and the 
economic forecast having been downgraded, we still prefer 
bonds over cash. Figure 4 illustrates the spread in real terms 
between bonds and cash. The gap in the spread is currently 
6.4% vs its average of 4.6%, thereby making bonds at this point 
in time more attractive than short term cash instruments such as 
money market. 

 

 

 

Figure 4: SPREAD BETWEEN BONDS AND CASH IN REAL TERMS  

 

Source: Simonis Storm Securities/Arysteq 

The best performing sectors in the MSCI World Index for the 
quarter were Information Technology (+2.2%), Energy (+1.6%) 
and Communication Services (+1.5%), whereas the worst 
performing sector was Real Estate (-4.8%). At the time of writing, 
the cheapest sector is Materials with an average PE of 11.5x and 
a dividend yield of 3.7%. On the other hand, the most expensive 
sector is Consumer Discretionary with a PE of 23.9x and 
dividend yield of 1.6%. See Figure 5 below for the global sector 
performance for the quarter.  

Figure 5: WORLD PERFORMANCE 3Q20 VS 3Q21 

 

Source: Bloomberg/Arysteq 

The best performing sectors in the JALSH for the quarter were 
Healthcare (+33.8%), Energy (+26.3%) and Communication 
Services (+24.1%), whilst the worst performing sector was 
Information Technology (-19.2%). In terms of value, at the time 
of writing, the cheapest sector is Energy with an average PE of 
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2.9x and a dividend yield of 19.5%. In contrast, the most 
expensive sector is Information Technology with a PE of 21.6x 
and a dividend yield of 2.2%. See Figure 6 below for the South 
African sector performance for the quarter.  

Figure 6: JSE SECTOR PERFORMANCE 3Q20 VS 3Q21 

 

Source: Bloomberg/Arysteq 

Table 1 displays the returns of all the major indices across the 

world. The cheapest markets are currently the JSE All Share, 

FTSE100 and the Hang Seng. All the other markets are currently 

trading above their long-term PE average with the exception of 

the Shanghai composite (which is unavailable to foreign 

investors) and the Nikkei 225. As we can see in the third quarter, 

the three most expensive markets remain the three stock indices 

in the USA.: 

Table 1 

 

Source: Bloomberg/Arysteq  

Our investment team has compiled great articles about the 

pharmaceutical sector on page 7 and the mining sector on page 

11, which you can look forward to. 

I will conclude with the following quote from Benjamin Graham, 

an American economist, author of the book “The Intelligent 

Investor”, and the individual that we know best as the “father of 

value investing”: “The individual investor should act consistently 

as an investor and not as a speculator.” I think everyone should 

read that one again! 

Antoine Agenbach  

Business Development Officer  
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PFIZER - COULD THIS BE AS BIG AS VIAGRA? 
 

 

Pfizer Inc is a behemoth within a pharmaceutical industry that 
has come back into prominence over the course of the past 18 
months. Today, we may be pardoned for forgetting just what the 
landscape was like in March 2020. The COVID-19 disease 
outbreak had just been declared a global pandemic by the WHO 
and every televised interview with doctors Anthony Fauci and 
Sanjay Gupta seemingly following the same theme, “it’s 
something we have never seen before and it may be months, if 
not years until we find an answer”. The world was crying for a 
beacon of light and in stepped Pfizer. 

With Albert Bourla at the helm, the company in collaboration with 
German biotechnology firm, BioNTech SE, developed the first 
COVID-19 vaccine to receive emergency use authorization in the 
US, UK and EU. In August 2021, eight months on, the Pfizer-
BioNTech vaccine then became the first vaccine to receive full 
FDA approval as well as the greenlight to be administered as a 
booster shot in immunocompromised individuals. When we 
needed it most, this pharmaceutical giant displayed its quality as 
a pioneer, a value worth its weight in gold within our investment 
process. 

In return for answering their call, this vaccine is on course to be 
one of Pfizer’s most successful product lines, even greater than 
Viagra. Up until patent expiry in 2017, the hypertension and 
angina-targeting drug, turned erectile dysfunction medication, 
generated over U$27 billion in revenue for the pharmaceutical 
group. Early indicators suggest that the vaccine (formally 
referred to as Comirnaty) may surpass that figure in 2021 alone.  

 

 

 

 

As recent as the 2020 financial year, vaccine sales (pre-
Comirnaty) accounted for less than a fifth of Pfizer’s annual 
revenue – only its fourth highest grossing revenue segment 
behind Oncology, Internal medicine and Hospital. As at second 
quarter 2021, this segment’s contribution to revenue has grown 
to 42%, propelled significantly by the U$7.8 billion inflow from 
sales of the Comirnaty vaccine (previously known as 
BNT162b2). (See Figure 1) 

Figure 1: HALF YEAR REVENUE BY SEGMENT (IN USD MILLION) [2021 V 2020] 

 

Source: Arysteq/Pfizer Inc Q2 SEC Filings 

As more governments and health organizations roll out vaccine 
awareness programs, the expectation is that vaccine hesitancy 
rates across the world will drop exponentially – both as a result 
of the wider public becoming more aware of the benefits of the 
COVID-19 vaccine and perhaps more significantly, the effects of 
positive peer pressure.  

To give context to Pfizer’s role in this collective mission, in terms 
of market share, as of 26 September 2021 the Pfizer-BioNTech 
vaccine is the most administered vaccine in the United States, 
accounting for 57% of all COVID-19 vaccines provided to the 
nation that, according to CNN, has recorded the most cases to 
date. (See Figure 2) 

There still remains a more than significant market to be serviced. 
According to Bloomberg data, as at 12 October 2021 more than 
6.53 billion doses have been administered – only enough to fully 
vaccinate 42.5% of the world population.  
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Figure 2: NUMBER OF VACCINATIONS ADMINISTERED 

 

Source: Statista.com 

According to management’s Q2 earnings report, FY2021 
revenues for the COVID-19 vaccine, are expected to total to 
approximately U$33.5 billion. This figure reflects an estimated 
2.1 billion doses expected to be delivered in 2021, under 
contracts signed through mid-July. In all likelihood, this figure will 
be revised even further upward by management, when they 
account for the booster shots which only received FDA approval 
in August 2021. 

DRIVEN BY QUALITY 

As an asset manager with a long-term horizon, our selection 
process looks to identify companies that have displayed an 
ability to produce quality and sustainable earnings over time and 
will continue to do so. Our three main pillars of quality are: quality 
of management, competitive market position and excellent 
financial management. In our view, Pfizer Inc. checks all these 
boxes. 

Beginning with the board of directors, considered the main 
proponents of corporate governance, a third of the board is 
female whilst 90% of the directors are considered non-executive. 
This composition indicates an appreciation for diversity of 
thought when it comes to decision-making, whilst ensuring a 
degree of independence and objectivity. Five of the twelve 
individuals entrusted with stewardship are either qualified 
medical doctors or medical professionals. They serve as 
adequate support for the CEO, Dr Albert Bourla, who has a 
doctorate in Biotechnology and in 2020 was ranked as America’s 
top CEO in the pharmaceutical industry by Institutional Investor. 

To align Dr Albert Bourla’s interests to the long-term prosperity 
of the company, 75% of his direct compensation is based on 
long-term incentives, including total shareholder return. 

The company also adopts what we believe is a policy of full 
transparency – disclosing pages worth of information on all 
litigation matters currently faced (regular litigation is typical of 
pharmaceuticals), as well as context to year-to-year major 
movements within its financial results. 

In terms of cost control, management has also historically 
displayed a good ability in yielding profits from revenues 

generated, regularly ranking in the upper tier compared to peers 
such as Merck & Co, Roche and Johnson & Johnson. (See 
Figure 3) 

Figure 3: COST CONTROL 

 

Source: Arysteq/Bloomberg 

In terms of competitive position, Pfizer operates in an industry 
which in itself, provides a wide moat. The nature of its business 
(manufacturing drugs and medicine alike) ensures a large base 
of potential customers (governments, pharmacies etc.). The 
cost-intensive aspect of the pharmaceutical sector and the 
lengthy period between research and development and 
regulatory approval (which can be more than 10 years) also 
means a low threat of new entrants into the industry. All factors 
considered; this is a difficult industry to shake. 

Pfizer’s rich history of operation, its large pipeline of projects and 
its displays of leadership in various product segments (as shown 
by its vaccine and cholesterol treatment, Lipitor) places it in good 
stead to withstand competition. 

In many cases, a strong management team and robust set of 
operations normally translates to healthy financials. Pfizer Inc. is 
no different. In our view, a company that is dependent on a 
singular product line or market, is a company with lower chances 
of survival and earnings volatility. Pfizer has over time, 
established a presence in multiple sub-segments of the 
pharmaceutical sector, as shown below. (See Figure 4) 
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Figure 4: REVENUE BY SEGMENT (IN USD MILLION) [2019 & 2020] 

 

Source: Arysteq/Bloomberg 

As some of these product lines target different demographics (for 
instance, Oncology relates to care for cancer related matters, 
which tends to affect the older demographic, whereas internal 
medicine and hospital would involve a broader demographic), 
this provides an element of risk differentiation to the company 
and ultimately, us as investors. This diversification also reflects 
in the geographical spread of Pfizer’s revenues – on average 
48% of its revenues between 2018 and 2020 were dispersed 
between Emerging Markets, Developed Europe and Developed 
Rest of World (incl. Japan, Canada and Australia).  

At this point, one may be tempted (with reason) to believe that 
the COVID-19 vaccine represents Pfizer’s crown jewel and sole 
contributor to profitability. However, management would be at 
pains to point out that the group has consistently been generating 
annual revenues upwards of U$40b since 2003. Within its 
catalogue of product lines are seven patented products that each 
brought in more than U$1b in revenue over FY2020. In fact, in 
their presentation of Q2 results, management ensured to 
highlight a 10% growth vs Q2 2020 in revenues excluding those 
attributable to COVID-19 vaccine sales. This pharmaceutical 
manufacturer does not depend on a single product line. 

The company also fares well in terms of returning value to the 
shareholder, whilst still maintaining a robust balance sheet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: DIVIDEND PAYOUT 

 

Source: Arysteq/Bloomberg 

Pfizer’s dividends tend to be >40% of cash earnings, which we 
consider as attractive, yet sustainable and responsible taking the 
long-term into consideration. As historical data shows, payouts 
also appear to be less volatile than some of its peers like Bristol. 
(See Figure 5) 

The company maintains a healthy level of liquidity to service their 
short-term obligations (did someone say Evergrande?). Barring 
2019, their ratio of current assets to current liabilities has 
historically been 1.25 or greater. Similarly, the ratio of cash and 
cash equivalents (the most liquid asset on a company’s balance 
sheet) to current liabilities has also historically approximated 0.5 
or higher. 

Lastly, as an investor, a non-negotiable for a target stock would 
be return on equity that has consistently exceeded cost of capital. 
For a mature company especially, this metric provides an 
indication of whether the company creates or destroys value for 
the shareholder. As is shown below, Pfizer has consistently done 
this over the past seven years. (See Figure 6) 

Figure 6: VALUE CREATION 

 

Source: Arysteq/Bloomberg 
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The stock is currently trading at an estimated P/E of 10.1 versus 
its seven-year average of 19.8. Taking this into account and 
comparisons to peers such as Johnson & Johnson and Merck & 
Co which are estimated to be trading at 16.68 and 13.61 
respectively, we consider the Pfizer stock a cheap buy. 

CONCLUSION 

It is evident why this company has stood the test of time and why 
we value it as a good stock to own in our portfolio. The quality 
shines through. As far as the ongoing war against COVID-19, it 
still remains uncertain what our relationship with it will be going 
forward – will it dissipate over the next few years as vaccination 
rates rise and transmission rates drop, or will the jab become a 
yearly task akin to the shot we get from the doctor on the eve of 
flu season? Whatever future lies ahead, Pfizer has shown that it 
will be at the forefront of it, and therefore so will we. 

Chidera Onwudinjo 

Research Analyst  
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BHP AND THE MINING INDUSTRY – MINING THEIR OWN BUSINESS?

The mining industry plays an integral role to virtually all aspects          
of our daily lives in contemporary society, as well as to the 
economy as a whole. In a nutshell, it is an industry that is vital to 
economic development. The industry occupies a key role in 
supply chains, providing the building blocks of operations to 
various industries. From construction of homes and roads, 
automobiles, electronics, satellites, jewellery and the generation 
of electricity, the mining sector is responsible for the raw 
materials required for these desired outputs. In broader terms, 
the industry may be classified into three groups based on the 
minerals they produce, namely: energy minerals, non-metallic 
minerals, and metallic minerals.  

The top 40 global mining companies came out of 2020 in top 
form. Despite the complications that arose as a consequence of 
the Covid-19 pandemic, they have emerged in fantastic financial 
and operational shape. According to PWC, net profits for the top 
40 miners increased by 15%, cash on hand was up 40%, with 
their market cap up almost two thirds. The year also saw their 
balance sheets strengthen with rising commodities prices, as 
well as a greater focus on ESG efforts (See Figure 1). 

Figure 1: RELATIVE PERFORMANCE OF MINING SECTOR [2015–2021] 

 

Source: Arysteq/Bloomberg 

Commodity prices are incredibly cyclical in nature, meaning that 
they inadvertently have strong ties to global growth. Commodity 
prices are well above 2019 levels as economies have begun to 
rebound, and prices are expected to remain strong. With 
stimulus being pumped out by the governments of major world 
economies, structural shifts in energy production and economies 
opening up after severe lockdown efforts, growth in future 
demand is nearly inevitable. In the short- to medium-term, miners 
are well-positioned to reap the benefits of several growth 
prospects. In South Africa, annual mining production in 2021 
rose by 19.1% and 10.3% year-on-year in June and July 
respectively, with the July figure being suppressed by the civil 
unrest that arose in KwaZulu Natal. The annual growth was 
primarily supported by iron ore and PGMs, which were boosted 

by pent-up demand and supply chain constraints due to 
lockdown measures.  

A key risk that the sector faces is that of China and the 
headwinds that it poses. Chinese officials have confirmed a 
curtailment plan in order to reel in production of crude steel. This 
has impacted the price of iron ore, of which approximately 98% 
is used in order to produce steel. Initially, the Chinese 
government began with attempts to restrict exports by removing 
rebates on steel exports and finalising additional ad valorem 
taxes on steel products in the range of 10-25%.  

Furthermore, the recent developments in relation to Evergrande 
have also created a question mark around China’s medium-term 
commodity intensity of demand. The real estate group is critical 
in a sector that constitutes 29% of China’s economy. Thermal 
coal is, however, well-positioned with a strong demand for coal 
fired electrical power in China and demand throughout Asia 
recuperating (See Figure 2). 

Figure 2: MOVEMENT IN COMMODITY PRICES [2015-2021] 

 

Source: Arysteq/Bloomberg 

Of the world’s largest 10 economies, 8 have set net-zero targets 
for themselves, with several of the top 40 miners following suit. 
Environmental impacts and ESG measures have proven to be a 
large theme within the industry. The standard move for most of 
these companies has been to eradicate thermal coal from their 
portfolios in an attempt to protect shareholder value and uphold 
their promises to move towards a low-carbon future. In 2018, Rio 
Tinto divested their coal assets, with Anglo American spinning 
off their thermal coal asset, Thungela Resources, in 2021. BHP, 
Vale, and others have also divested or announced similar 
divestments.  

It is, however, important to note that although a low-carbon 
footprint should be forefront in strategies implemented by large 
corporates at this point in time, the current ongoing European 
energy crisis is a reminder that we will still be reliant on fossil 
fuels for the next few decades. Further, the selling off of “dirty” 
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assets may also lead to unintended consequences of their own. 
This is due to stringent regulations and decreased access to 
financing leading to the possible delisting and privatisation of 
these companies. Private companies are no longer in the public 
eye and have greater reign over how they choose to operate, 
which may unintentionally lead to hampering progress towards 
reaching a net zero emission future. 

With the mining industry set to have fruitful prospects in the 
future, this article will zoom in on BHP, one of Arysteq’s largest 
holdings. BHP is one of the world’s largest global resources 
companies, producing major commodities such as iron ore, 
aluminium, coal, copper, manganese, nickel, silver and uranium.  

The group currently holds substantial interests in oil and gas in 
the form of their Petroleum business, however this segment 
looks set to soon be disposed of after management struck a deal 
with fellow oil and gas producer, Woodside, to combine their 
respective oil and gas portfolios through a stock merger. This 
deal is expected to be completed by Q2 2022 with existing BHP 
shareholders gaining a 48% stake in Woodside in return. 

The group is headquartered in Melbourne, Australia and 
operates globally. BHP has the largest market cap of all mining 
companies (See Figure 3) and by bringing in a revenue of 

US$60.8bn in 2021, is also the largest in terms of sales (barring 
Glencore, which has a slightly different business model). The 
group has a long heritage, founded in the 1800s which provides 
comfort around the sustainability and longevity of the business.  

Figure 3: SHARE IN MARKET CAP FOR TOP 25 COMPANIES 

 

Source: S&P Global/Arysteq 

The threat of new entrants in the mining industry is low, 
particularly due to exorbitant start-up costs and operating costs 
as well as time to production. The bargaining power of suppliers 
and buyers is subdued in this industry; however, commodity 
prices are driven by market forces which invariably makes 
commodity producers price-takers in this regard. BHP is thus a 
business that displays a strong competitive advantage, which is 
one of the key pillars of what we deem a quality stock. 

As far as quality of management and financial management go, 
BHP proves to be a well-run business. EBITDA increased in 
2021 by 59.4%, with iron ore and copper being the greatest 
drivers of revenue growth whilst operating cash flows and 
operating profits has historically moved in tandem with one 
another, indicative of high-quality earnings. Additionally, BHP 
has proven to have highly consistent profitability ratios despite 
the cyclical nature of the mining industry. The group ended off 
FY21 with a 53.8% EBITDA margin and a net profit margin of 
18.6%. See Figure 4. This is indicative of strong financial 
management which in turn serves as evidence that there are 
more than competent sets of hands running this enterprise. 
Another feather in the cap of management was the stroke of 
genius in deciding to unbundle South32 at the peak of the 2016 
commodity cycle. This allowed them to focus on what they 
termed “core operations” whilst simultaneously realising their 
non-core assets at highest value. 

Figure 4: MARGIN CONTROL  

 

Source: Arysteq/Bloomberg 

Furthermore, BHP’s current dividend yield is 5.7%, slightly above 
its long-term average of 5.3%, whilst free cash flow yields have 
been on the rise, up by 8.6% YoY to 15.6%. See Figure 5. At the 
same time, management has also relatively de-levered their 
balance sheet - BHP currently has a debt-to-equity ratio of 
40.9%, down from the 56.5% noted in the previous financial year. 
It is to be noted, however, that leverage in the industry as a whole 
has been on the decline. In 2015, the net debt to EBITDA of the 
JSE Mining index was 5.3x with debt to equity at 60.7%. 
Currently those figures are 0.0x and 28.5%, respectively. This is 
yet more evidence of the industry having spent time to repair their 
respective financial positions.  
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Figure 5: GROWTH IN FREE CASH FLOW YIELD 

 

Source: Arysteq/Bloomberg 

From a capital outlay perspective, expenditures are currently low 
relative to previous years, however, capex for the top 40 miners 
is expected to increase by 33% by the end of 2021. This is 
primarily due to an amalgamation of expansionary projects and 
the revival of projects that were deferred from 2020. The mining 
sector has proven to be in incredibly strong financial standing, 
having fared the pandemic well. Strong balance sheets and 
increased profits are common triumphs amongst the top miners, 
with commodity prices being on the rise. BHP and Anglo-
American PLC are our top picks of the litter, although BHP is the 
focus of this article. BHP is currently trading on a PE of 7.0x, 
below it’s historical average of 9.5x. The JSE All-Share forward 
PE is currently 9.2x with the Bloomberg World Mining Index at 
9.3x. BHP is thus trading at a discount relative to the market and 
its historical average and some margin of safety is present. It can 
be concluded that BHP has a strong competitive advantage, high 
quality of management, and proven strength in financial 
management; this coupled with the short- to medium-term 
landscape for the mining industry would lead us to believe that 
BHP is indeed a quality stock to own in our portfolios.    

Dean Isaaks    Chidera Onwudinjo 

Head of Research  Research Analyst  
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FUND COMMENTARY

 

We take pride in living the values at Arysteq and innovation has 
been at the forefront of elevating this young business to where it 
is now. We’ve launched 4 funds since our unit trust scheme 
license was approved by the Regulator and the last fund 
launched is the Arysteq Global Opportunities Fund. What makes 
it quite special is that this fund is the first and still only locally 
registered actively managed offshore equity fund. The benefit 
that this fund provides to investors is that it gives you exposure 
outside of Namibia and to 8 currencies and 9 countries, thereby 
diversifying your investments across most developed markets. 
At the same time, it also gives you exposure to some of the most 
innovative industries like technology, automobiles and 
pharmaceuticals. 

A lot is happening in the world right now… Something which 
doesn’t need any introduction is the new big C and I’m not talking 
about cancer. Countries are still battling with their 3rd and 4th 
waves and only about 47% of the world population has been 
vaccinated to date. Governments are racing against time to keep 
up with the latest variants in a bid to get the globe back to some 
sort of normalcy and economies back on track to what was 
considered standard before the start of 2020. 

Over the last 20 years, there has been some sort of panic event 
at least once every single year. From the Dot Com Bubble all the 
way to the Global Financial Crisis in 2008 and the big pandemic 
we’re facing now, markets have and always will have some new 
event it needs to correct for. Us as human beings somehow 
always find the latest and greatest to justify our irrational 
behavior in markets with patterns seemingly repeating 
themselves all to very well. 

What we’ve however seen is that through all major market 
corrections in the last 20 years, the MSCI World Index is still up 
over 300%. Those that have shown resilience have been 

rewarded handsomely. In fact, mean reversion is a concept that 
has been around since the 1800’s, first observed by statistician 
Francis Galton who explained how extreme events are usually 
followed by more normal events and how all things tend to even 
out over time. 

Figure 1: MSCI WORLD INDEX 

 

Source: Bloomberg/Arysteq 

While it may seem that stock markets are overvalued globally, 
what figure 1 shows is that excluding the US, the rest of the world 
does still have some room to run. The MSCI World Index 
excluding the US has returned under 20% over the last 14 years 
compared to that including the US which has grown by over 
100%. This divergence has been amplified since the start of the 
pandemic with extreme valuations being attached to certain tech 
companies. The Bloomberg Developed Market tech index proves 
this point with it having had a market cap of US$4 trillion in 2015 
compared to a where it is now around US$15 trillion. Looking at 
the overall current world market levels, it can be seen that 
compared to their historical averages, certain indexes are 
currently undervalued and remain key jurisdictions in our 
investment universe. Our equity exposure across all our 
portfolios has been aligned to take advantage of the cheaper 
markets that still have some catching up to do with the likes of 
the US. We continue to see value in markets like South Africa, 
the UK and Japan in which we currently have an overweight 
position. 

The Arysteq Global Opportunities Fund is the latest addition 
to our product line. Whilst the fund is still relatively new, only 
having been launched towards the end of 2020, it has a since 
inception ranking of 30 out of 47 offshore funds registered in 
South Africa. Over the last quarter, the fund returned 0.9% vs 
that of the Namibian peer group at 2.0%. We increased our 
holdings in UK, Europe and Japan and maintained our 
underweight position in the US. Our top picks have been BMW, 
Nintendo, Pfizer, Alibaba and the tobacco stocks which include 
Japan Tobacco, Imperial Brands and British American Tobacco. 
These stocks remain in the top 10 holdings, and we’ve been 
adding to these over the last quarter. While the volatility of the 
Rand has hampered performance in the fund over the last 
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quarter, we have taken advantage of these opportunities to take 
more funds offshore and increase our holdings in our high 
conviction buys. The top 10 equity holdings in this fund comprise 
of BMW, Nintendo, Pfizer, Alibaba, Verizon Communications, 
Japan Tobacco, Imperial Brands, Nestle, British American 
Tobacco and Bank of China.  

Figure 2: MSCI SOUTH AFRICA PE 

 

Source: Bloomberg/Arysteq 

Turning your attention to South Africa, the MSCI SA Index 
confirms our conviction, proving that there is scope to be 
overweight SA and not bearish. With a 12m forward PE of 9.5x, 
which is well below its long-term historic average of 13.9x (see 
figure 2), there continues to be sectors that are undervalued in 
the South African context. The recent riots in South Africa have 
brought about mixed feelings about whether South Africa 
continues to be a viable investment solution. We saw a similar 
reaction to the 2012 Marikana massacre and while markets 
reacted negatively then and now, we find ourselves questioning 
whether a few years from now, the impact will almost be 
negligible compared to the quick recovery we seem to have 
made since the start of July 2021. The level of impact that any 
event has on financial markets is ultimately dependent on the 
measures taken to diffuse the situation. By no means are we 
trying to downplay the impact that this has had on the South 
African economy. Livelihoods have been impacted and to a 
certain degree even destroyed, but the overall impact on 
currency, bond and stock markets is comparable to a normal 
heightened level of volatility which we’ve become pretty 
accustomed to over the last year and a half. 

With regards to the mining backdrop in South Africa, we remain 
constructive. With the recent commodity rally and ZAR 
weakness, we continue to see value in this sector. South Africa 
is a major exporter of commodities, and they find themselves in 
a perfect storm which will continue to benefit their bottom line. In 
fact, just 5 years ago, miners found themselves in a 
compromised position with extremely high debt levels which, if 
we fast forward to where we find ourselves currently, most have 
almost no debt with exceptionally strong balance sheets as you 
would’ve seen in our BHP article on page 11. 

The Arysteq Balanced Fund finally reached its 2-year track 
record on 31 August 2021, and with a since inception ranking in 
this mandate category of 3 out of 13 funds registered in Namibia, 

we are particularly proud. Over the last quarter, the fund returned 
2.0% vs that of the Namibian peer group at 2.9%. We’ve 
increased our overall exposure to offshore equities through the 
Arysteq Global Opportunities Fund. We currently have around 
32.6% of the fund allocated offshore. Our total equity exposure 
is 71.3% with the rest being made up of JSE equities and 
derivative positions taken through the SAFEX. Our recent 
decision to do a derivative overlay in South African equities has 
taken our JSE exposure to an overweight position. We continue 
to add to the likes of Anglo American, BHP, British American 
Tobacco, AVI, Standard Bank, FirstRand and Old Mutual. During 
the quarter, we completely switched out of Naspers and currently 
only hold a position in Prosus in all our portfolios. Our overall 
weight in the group is below 10% at the moment and we maintain 
our underweight position given the reasons below: 

• Poor capital allocation decisions, 

• Dual share class structure, 

• Management incentive scheme not aligned to shareholder 
interests, 

• Excessive discount to NAV, 

• Complex group structure, and 

• Contentious capping issue on the JSE. 

This has benefited the portfolios with the recent Chinese 
clampdown on technology companies with the brunt thereof 
being borne by the likes of Tencent. The top 10 equity holdings 
in this fund comprise of Standard Bank, BMW, Firstrand, 
Nintendo, BHP, Old Mutual, Anglo American, British American 
Tobacco, Vodacom and Prosus.  

Figure 3: US INFLATION AND FED FUNDS RATE 

 

Source: Bloomberg/Macrotrends/Arysteq 

Another hot topic is the big debate as to whether current inflation 
levels are transitory or permanent. Inflation in the US is at multi 
decade highs with the latest inflation print at 5.3% (see figure 3). 
If we look at this in more detail, there is continued comparison 
between now and the period following the 2008 Global Financial 
Crisis. Analysis by Deutsche Bank notes that the post COVID 
rebound in US GDP has been the fastest since World War 2. 
Back in 2008, both households and corporates were 
overindebted compared to where we find ourselves now with the 
amount of stimulus being provided. In fact, over the last 60 years, 
US household bank deposits have averaged around 52% of 
GDP, while they’re now at 66%. 
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In terms of commodities, we’ve seen major commodities rally as 
supply shortages emerge post COVID 19 and expect this trend 
to continue for some time. As demand continues to pick up with 
the world moving back to some form of normal, we expect 
continued pricing pressure which will ultimately be borne by end 
consumers. Gold on the other hand has lagged the rest of the 
basket. What we’ve noted is that following periods of financial 
crisis, gold does tend to demonstrate a resilient performance 
when real yields have proven to be negative. With gold having 
no yield, logic usually prevails, and investors prefer to receive no 
yield at all rather than to accept a decline in the value of their 
money. If history repeats itself and it usually does, we believe 
gold still has some room to run with the current levels of negative 
yields being seen globally. 

In this mandate category, the Arysteq Real Return Fund has a 
since inception ranking of 2 out of 6 funds registered in Namibia. 
Another celebratory mark in the Arystean world but I must 
confess, we celebrate pretty much everything! Over the last 
quarter, the fund returned 1.8% vs that of the Namibian peer 
group at 1.7%. We’ve increased our overall exposure to offshore 
equities through the Arysteq Global Opportunities Fund and 
currently have around 31.3% of the fund allocated offshore. Our 
total equity exposure is 58.2% with the rest being made up of 
JSE equities and derivative positions taken through the SAFEX. 
We have taken a similar position in the Naspers group as 
mentioned under the Arysteq Balanced Fund. In addition to this, 
we’ve increased our exposure to Namibian Inflation Linked 
Bonds in the fund. With the expectations for inflation to remain 
elevated for longer, inflation linked bonds are particularly 
attractively priced. Our commodity exposure has been taken to 
the maximum point as we continue to see short to medium term 
upside potential. The top 10 equity holdings in this fund comprise 
of BMW, Old Mutual, Nintendo, Standard Bank, Anglo American, 
Pfizer, Sanlam, BHP, Alibaba and British American Tobacco.  

Figure: 4: GLOBAL REAL YIELDS 

 

Source: Bloomberg/Arysteq 

Following on the inflation story, we’re continuing to see pressure 
on real yields in developed markets globally and it is for this 
reason, that we remain underweight offshore fixed income. While 
not as deep into negative territory as the US, we’re seeing a 
similar picture in the UK and EU as well with real negative yields 

between negative 2% and negative 6% across these markets 
(see figure 4). Bond investors seem to imply that inflation will 
indeed be transitory and certainly don’t seem to be worried with 
the current level of investment in negative yielding instruments. 

In Namibia, with the current repo rate at 3.75% and the latest 
Inflation print at 3.4% - while still relatively low, in the absence of 
strong economic growth we continue to prefer bonds over cash. 
While liquidity in the bond market has slightly reduced, it remains 
elevated with sufficient demand towards Namibian bonds as the 
local regulation 13 has helped to ensure any systematic risk is 
kept to a minimum. We therefore continue to see value in the 
Namibian bond market and are long duration in our portfolios. 

The Arysteq Money Market Fund has remained in the number 
1 position in the Namibian market over the last quarter. This fund 
turns 3 on 30 November 2021. Our exposure to local government 
instruments in addition to South African listed floating rate notes 
have positioned the fund well in the extremely low interest rate 
environment.  

Dean Isaaks 

Head of Research 
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